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Introduction: Formation of flake (rosettes) textures is 

discussed by weathering or impact effects [1, 2]. The pur-
pose of the present paper is to elucidate its texture with 
sporadic distribution at some Japanese meteorites of the 
Nio, Kuga and Mihonoseki meteorites, as well as the 
Carancas chondrite and artificial synthesis of glass [2]. 

Samples used in this study: Three meteorites of the 
Nio, Kuga, Mihonoseki (in Japan) are used in this study, 
as well as support data of an artificial slag glass, where 
similar flake (“rosettes”) texture has been taken  by the 
FE-ASEM in Yamaguchi, Japan operated by author. 

The Nio chondritic meteorite: Meteoritic spherules 
and fragments formed at explosion in atmosphere by the 
Nio meteoritic shower found at the fallen sites of Niho, 
Yamaguchi, Japan (i.e. few contamination of melted frag-
ments from the ground) reveal sporadic distribution of 
many Fe rosettes texture with chlorine, where all sources 
of Fe, Ni, Cl and O are originated from the meteorite due 
to explosion in atmosphere before impact to the ground. Its 
texture is similar with the Carancas chondrite [2]. 

The Kuga iron meteorite: The Kuga iron meteorite 
found in Kuga, Iwakuni, Yamaguchi, Japan has “fusion-
crust” (i.e. melted layer during passing to atmosphere be-
fore impact to the ground) which includes Fe-Ni-Cl-
bearing rosettes texture formed from meteorite melting in 
atmosphere.  

The Mihonoseki chondritic meteorite: The Mi-
honoseki chondritic meteorite has been found in the 
ground after passing through wooden house in Mi-
honoseki, Shimane, Japan. Minor fragments found in the 
ground are used to observe texture by the FE-ASEM in 
this study. Sporadic distribution of the texture with 1μm in 
size can be found in this sample. 

Artificial formation of Fe-Cl rosettes texture: Arti-
ficial slag cement in composition formed at high tempera-
ture shows Fe-Cl-bearing rosettes-texture obtained by the 
FE-ASEM analyses . 
  Formation of rosettes texture with Fe and Cl: The 
rosettes (flake) textures of three Japanese meteorites with 
meteoritic Fe, Ni, Cl-bearing composition reveal sporadic 
distribution in this study. The detailed comparison of 
chemistry and texture indicates that the rosettes texture 
with sporadic distribution is considered to be formed by 
dynamic impact reaction [2]. 
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